Cesarean Delivery:
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OBJECTIVE To examine trends in cesarean delivery for the overall population and for women
with “no indicated risk” for cesarean section, and to summarize the available literature on
“maternal request” cesarean deliveries.
FINDINGS Nearly 3 in 10 births were delivered by cesarean section in 2004 (29.1%), the
highest rate ever reported in the United States. The overall rate has increased by over 40%
since 1996, reflecting two concurrent trends: an increase in the primary rate (14.6% to
20.6%), and a steep decline in the rate of vaginal birth after cesarean (28.3% to 9.2%).
There has been a clear increase in primary cesarean delivery without a medical or obstetrical indication, and studies using hospital discharge data or birth certificate data estimate
the rate of primary cesarean deliveries with no reported medical or obstetrical indication to
be between 3% and 7% of all deliveries to women who had not had a previous cesarean
delivery. However, these studies contain no direct information on whether these cesareans
were the result of maternal request or because of physician recommendation. There was
little data to support the contention that the rise in the cesarean rate was the result of
maternal request.
CONCLUSION There are no systematic data available on cesarean delivery by “maternal request.” However, the rate of primary cesarean delivery is increasing rapidly for women of
all ages, races, and medical conditions, as well as for births at all gestational ages. Since
a first cesarean section virtually guarantees that subsequent pregnancies will be cesarean
deliveries (the repeat cesarean delivery rate is now almost 91%), research is needed on
physician practice patterns, maternal attitudes, clinical outcomes for mother and infant
(harms, benefits), and clinical and nonclinical factors (institutional, legal, economic) that
affect the decision to have a cesarean delivery.
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I

n 2004, approximately 1.2 million women in the United
States had a cesarean birth, representing 29.1% of all
births. Cesarean delivery continues to be the most common
major surgical procedure for women in the United States.1
The cesarean rate increased dramatically during the 1970s
and early 1980s and then began to decline in the late 1980s
(based on data from the National Hospital Discharge Survey).
Between 1989 and 1996, the total cesarean rate decreased as

a result of a decrease in the primary rate and an increase in the
rate of vaginal birth after cesarean (VBAC). Since 1996, these
trends have reversed2 (Fig. 1). This paper examines recent
trends in cesarean delivery for the overall population and for
women with “no indicated risk” for cesarean section and
summarizes the available literature on “maternal request” cesarean deliveries.
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Data on cesarean delivery used in this paper are based on the
method of delivery as reported on the more than 4 million
birth certificates filed each year in the United States and compiled by the National Center for Health Statistics. Cesarean
data became available from birth certificates in 1989; and by
1991, all States and the District of Columbia were reporting
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Figure 1 Total and primary cesarean rate, 1970 to 2004, and
VBAC, 1985 to 2004. (Source:
Data for 1970 –1988 are from
the National Hospital Discharge Survey [NHDS]. Data
for 1989-2004 are from the
National Vital Statistics System. For 1989 the estimate of
the total cesarean rate from the
NHDS was 23.8 percent; the
estimate from vital records
was 22.8 percent. Data for
2004 are preliminary.)

Year
this information. Before 1989, data from the National Hospital Discharge Survey were used to track trends in cesarean
delivery.
Cesarean rates are calculated by the National Center for
Health Statistics (NCHS), as shown in Table 1. Briefly, the
total cesarean rate is the percent of cesarean births out of all
births in a given year. The primary cesarean rate is the percent
of cesarean births to women who have not had a previous
cesarean delivery in a given year. The rate of repeat cesarean
delivery is the percent of cesarean births to women who have
had a previous cesarean. The rate of vaginal birth after previous cesarean (VBAC) is the complement of the repeat cesarean rate, and is the percent of vaginal births to women who
have had a previous cesarean.
This paper examines changes in cesarean rates among
all US mothers, as well as among a subgroup of mothers

comprising the lowest risk population identifiable from
the birth certificate: mothers who have full-term, singleton
births and none of the 31 medical risk factors (eg, diabetes, hypertension) or labor and delivery complications (eg,
fetal distress and prolonged labor) reported on the birth
certificate. Although data on maternal intent are not available from birth certificates, this population comprises the
best population-based approximation of “medically elective” cesarean delivery available for the US as a whole.
Available literature on “maternal request” is also reviewed.

Results
The latest data show that nearly 3 in 10 births (29.1%)
were delivered by cesarean in 2004, the highest rate ever
reported in the United States.3 The overall cesarean rate

Table 1 Computation of Cesarean Rates
Total cesarean rate:
Total number of births by cesarean
Total number of births

! 100

Primary cesarean rate:
Number of births to women with no previous cesarean
Number of primary cesarean births " number of vaginal births (not VBACs)

! 100

Repeat cesarean rate:
Number of cesarean births to women with a previous cesarean
Number of vaginal births after a previous cesarean " number of repeat cesarean births

! 100

VBAC rate:
Number of vaginal births to women with a previous cesarean
Number of vaginal births after a previous cesarean " number of repeat cesarean births

! 100
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has increased by over 40% since 1996, reflecting 2 concurrent trends: an increase in the primary rate (14.6% to
20.6%) and a steep decline in the VBAC rate (28.3% to
9.2%) (Fig. 1). A decrease in the VBAC rate implies a
corresponding increase in the repeat cesarean rate, which
has now reached almost 91%.3
An examination of the US rates in relation to those of
other industrialized countries reveals that, although the
US has had one of the higher cesarean rates in a comparative context, it alone among industrialized nations experienced a decrease in its cesarean rates in the early 1990s4,5
(Fig. 2). Even the Netherlands, starting from a much lower
base, experienced consistent increases over the past 15
years. The US, based on the parallel decreases in its primary and repeat cesarean rates, was able to reduce the
overall cesarean rate significantly over a 7-year period.
However, the rapid growth in the cesarean rate since 1996
has more than reversed those reductions.

Trends by Maternal Age, Race,
Education, and Gestational Age
Since final 2004 natality data were not yet available when
this research was completed, subgroup analysis focused
on the period from 1996 to 2003. During this period,
substantial increases in both primary and repeat cesarean
rates occurred for women of all ages, all race/ethnic
groups, all educational levels, and all periods of gestation
(Table 2). In 2003, primary cesarean rates were highest for
women aged 35 and over, for non-Hispanic black women,
and for women who attended college. Rates were also
higher for infants born preterm (at !37 completed weeks
of gestation) than for those born at term (37-41 weeks) or
postterm (42" weeks).
In 1996, the repeat cesarean rate varied by maternal characteristics, with the highest rates among older mothers, Hispanic mothers, and mothers who did not complete college. In
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contrast, by 2003, repeat cesarean rates were similar at about
90% for all socio-demographic groups studied.

Trends for Women with No Indicated Medical or
Obstetrical Risk for Cesarean Section
Among the subset of mothers for whom there was “no indicated risk” (NIR) (full-term, singleton births, no medical risk
factors reported on the birth certificate) (about 40% of all
mothers nationally), the rate of primary cesareans has been
rising since 1991, and especially rapidly since 1996. In 2003,
the overall primary cesarean rate for births to mothers with
NIR was 6.9%, and the rate for first-time mothers was even
higher at 11.2% (Fig. 3). Cesarean rates for NIR women were
higher for first-time and non-Hispanic black mothers and
increased with age (data not shown).
These results compare favorably with those of other studies. Bailit and coworkers, using birth certificate data, estimated the primary cesarean delivery rate among women with
no medical or obstetrical indication at approximately 7%.6
Two other recent studies used hospital discharge data to estimate the cesarean rate among women with no medical or
obstetrical indication at between 3% and 7%.7,8 The methodology for the hospital discharge studies is similar to that
for the birth certificate studies, and involves identifying
mothers who had low-risk births (full term, singletons)
and no ICD-9 codes associated with labor or with complications of labor and delivery in their hospital discharge
records.7
All birth certificate and hospital discharge studies share an
important characteristic: they do not involve any measure of
maternal opinion (ie, there is no actual measure of maternal
request); hence, the designation of such births as “maternal
request” is not justified. Instead, we prefer to describe these
cesareans with the more conservative term, “no indicated
risk.” This is because: (1) data on maternal request were not
available; and (2) there might possibly have been some other
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Table 2 Primary* and Repeat† Cesarean Rates by Selected Characteristics United States, 1996-2003 (numbers shown for 2003)
and percent change, 1996-2003
Primary
Total
Maternal age (years)
<20
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-49/‡
Race/ethnicity
White non-Hispanic
Black non-Hispanic
Hispanic§
Education!
<12 years
12 years
13-15 years
16! years
Gestational age
<32 weeks
32-36 weeks
<37 weeks
37-41 weeks
42! weeks

Repeat

2003

1996

Percent Change,
1996-2003

2003

1996

Percent Change,
1996-2003

19.1 (684,484)

14.6

31

89.4 (434,699)

71.7

25

17.2 (70,150)
16.4 (154,407)
18.1 (172,845)
20.8 (170,728)
24.2 (90,685)
30.4 (25,669)

13.2
13.1
14.5
15.5
17.6
22.2

30
25
25
34
38
37

89.5 (10,030)
89.7 (78,157)
88.8 (112,353)
89.4 (134,296)
89.7 (80,403)
90.2 (19,460)

66.5
69.4
70.7
72.0
74.6
78.4

35
29
26
24
20
15

19.5 (398,368)
20.7 (103,694)
17.0 (134,231)

14.8
15.7
13.4

32
32
27

89.3 (238,990)
88.7 (63,802)
90.6 (106,912)

70.5
73.1
75.2

27
21
20

15.1 (109,180)
18.3 (185,927)
20.1 (141,627)
22.3 (197,700)

12.1
14.6
15.8
16.5

25
25
27
35

89.0 (84,464)
90.3 (127,198)
90.2 (92,535)
89.5 (108,145)

72.5
73.3
72.6
69.2

23
23
24
29

44.5 (31,293)
28.9 (104,235)
31.4 (135,528)
17.3 (499,626)
18.4 (42,830)

35.7
22.3
24.6
13.2
15.4

25
30
28
31
19

88.1 (8,029)
91.3 (51,706)
90.9 (59,735)
89.3 (349,274)
86.0 (20,674)

76.6
76.4
76.5
71.4
66.7

15
20
19
25
29

*Number of primary cesareans to women who have not had a previous cesarean.
†Number of repeat cesareans to women who have had a previous cesarean.
‡Beginning in 1997, includes data for women aged 40-54 years.
§Includes all persons of Hispanic origin of any race.
!Excludes data for Pennsylvania and Washington, which implemented the 2003 Revision to the U.S. Standard Certificate of Live Birth for data
year 2003. The educational attainment item on the 2003 revision is not comparable to the item on the 1989 revision in use by 48 states and
the District of Columbia.

reason for the cesarean that was not available or not reported
through these data sources.

Mothers’ Perspectives
As noted above, little is known about mothers’ perspectives on cesareans in the US. Results from one national US
survey of mothers found little interest in a future elective
primary cesarean with just 6% of primiparous mothers
interested in that option in the future.9 Research from
other countries with high cesarean rates, most notably
Brazil10 and Chile,11have found that, rather than the cesarean rate being driven by maternal demands, it is the interaction between mothers and their providers that leads to
the decision to perform a cesarean without a clear medical
indication. For example, in Potter’s study in Brazil,10 more
than 80% of primiparous mothers in the study anticipated
a vaginal birth 1 month before their due date, yet almost
half of these mothers (66% in private hospitals) ended up
with a cesarean.

Discussion
Cesarean rates fell between 1991 and 1996, and then began
to rise rapidly. In 2004, over 29% of all births were by cesar-

ean section. The rise in both the total and repeat cesarean rate
has been widespread for women of all ages, races, medical
indications, and for all infant gestational ages. At the same
time, the VBAC rate decreased more steeply. This suggests
that the influence of recent medical opinion discouraging
VBAC has had a strong effect on practice patterns, and had
led to greater uniformity as well as a large increase in repeat
cesarean deliveries by 2003. The trend for mothers at “no
indicated risk” has been for slow increases in primary cesareans from 1991 to 1996 and rapid increases thereafter.12
Primary and repeat cesareans are at the highest rates ever
recorded in the U.S.
Strengths of birth certificate data to track trends in cesarean delivery include the comprehensive populationbased nature of these data, which include all births in the
US for a given year. Most demographic items and some
medical items (including maternal age, parity, and method
of delivery) are considered to be very well reported on
birth certificates.13,14 There are limitations with regard to a
measure of no indicated medical or obstetrical risk. There
has been documentation of underreporting of medical risk
factors and complications of labor and delivery on birth
certificates.13-15 However, we would expect that reporting
of a risk factor or complication associated with a resulting
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Figure 3 Primary cesarean rates
by parity for women with no
indicated risk factors in the
US, 1991 to 2003. (Women
with full-term vertex singletons, with birth-weight !4000
grams, and no reported medical risk factors or complications of labor and/or delivery.
Source, National Vital Statistics System, NCHS, CDC.
1991–2003.)
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cesarean would be encouraged. Most importantly, because
we examined changes in cesarean rates among women at
“no indicated risk” over time, there is no reason to expect
that bias would result in a change in reporting of these
variables at different time periods.16
The changes in the VBAC rate have been associated with
a vigorous debate in the obstetrical literature, and the last
20 years have been marked by shifts in practice guidelines
for VBACs17-22; however, there is no comparable literature
on primary cesareans, even though the changes in the
primary rate have a greater impact on the overall cesarean
rate. Notably, the primary cesarean rate decreased from
1989 to 1996 and then increased from 1996 to 2003 for
essentially every medical risk factor and labor and/or de-
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livery complication. There is virtually no evidence that the
growth in the primary cesarean rate is a function of demographic changes or shifts in the risk profile of US mothers.16 Discussions of the reasons for the growth in primary
cesareans have centered on changing attitudes concerning
cesareans among physicians and mothers,23-25 whereas
media reports have focused intensely on elective cesarean
delivery.26-29 Despite the rapidly growing literature on
medically elective cesareans, little is known about maternal opinion and there is very little evidence that the
changes described are the result of maternal request. It
appears more likely that the changes are driven primarily
by shifts in obstetric practice, but further research into
these trends is needed.
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Figure 4 Rates of repeat cesarean delivery and VBAC, 1989
to 2004. (Data for 2004 are
preliminary. Source: National
Vital Statistics System, NCHS,
CDC, 1989 –2004.)
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Interestingly, there are markedly different practice recommendations regarding cesarean delivery from the
American and International obstetrical groups. The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG)
states that:
In the absence of significant data on the risks and benefits of cesarean delivery . . . if the physician believes that
cesarean delivery promotes the overall health and welfare of the woman and her fetus more than vaginal birth,
he or she is ethically justified in performing a cesarean
delivery.24
In contrast, the International Federation of Gynecology
and Obstetrics (FIGO) states that:
At present, because hard evidence of net benefit does not
exist, performing cesarean delivery for nonmedical reasons is not ethically justified.30
The most recent revision of the U.S. Standard Certificate of
Live Birth will provide useful information for future studies
on trends in obstetric practices on whether or not a trial of
labor was attempted before a cesarean delivery.31
The underlying “question is not the ethics of patient
choice, but lack of scientific proof of risks and benefits.”32
Thus, in attempting to address the question of cesareans
among women with no medical or obstetrical indication,
we need to first do the basic research to provide answers to
questions about the risks and benefits of elective cesarean
versus spontaneous vaginal birth.

Directions for Future Research
There is a clear need for research on health outcomes for
mothers and infants associated with cesarean delivery without a medical or obstetrical indication in current and subsequent deliveries. A more detailed examination is needed of
mother, insurer, hospital, and provider attitudes toward primary and repeat cesareans and on the nature of decisionmaking surrounding elective cesareans. More studies, both
quantitative and qualitative, of how mothers and clinicians
view the birth process and the interaction between mothers
and providers could assist in resolving some of these issues.
Research on the economic implications of the rising cesarean
rate for hospitals, providers, insurers, and parents is also
essential.
Finally, based on the trend in the repeat cesarean rate, a
first cesarean delivery now virtually guarantees that subsequent deliveries will be cesarean deliveries (Fig. 4). Therefore, more research is needed into outcomes of multiple repeat cesareans. Continued monitoring of the trends in
medically unnecessary cesarean delivery and objective research on the outcomes of this procedure, especially compared with normal, spontaneous vaginal delivery, is crucial.
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